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This is too soon after the first, but there is much to cover. Output will diminish (we hope!)  

Chambers and Partners. 

We were delighted that RLC was nominated with 2 Bedford Row and 5 Paper Buildings for the Best Criminal 
Set of the Year award. We were thrilled and proud to pick up the award, but felt like charlatans as we are 
fully aware the heavy lifting in the last 12 months was done by Max, Jeremy, Angela and our 6 new silks, 
and that it belongs to everyone. So congratulations to you all! 

 

Articles and Publicity 

Mary Rahman was recruited on a short term contract with the approval of MHQC to assist the old Business 
and Development Committee with marketing and raising Chambers profile. One of her tasks was to spot 
opportunities for placing articles (short and long) in the legal press. Obviously she has no deep insight into 
what Chambers or members specialise in or undertake. Equally obviously, it is in Chambers interest that 
anything published is of sufficient quality that we will be approached again in the future.  

To that end, such requests should always be forwarded to the Chair of the relevant SMC to distribute 
among those who operate within that SMC field. If there is a choice of volunteers, the Chair will select the 
author. One of the relevant criteria will be the inclination and ability to comply with any deadlines. A 
selected author or authors can choose whoever they like (including pupils) to work on the piece with them, 
and should give them accreditation where possible, either as a co-author or by way of an acknowledgment 
of their assistance. 
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When a volunteer has been selected (or there are no volunteers) the SMC Chairman should let Mary the 
BDMC know.  

Chambers Committees  

Details of these should shortly be on the Chambers Intranet.  

Communications 

The following should now be up and running:  

HoC@18rlc.co.uk Emails will automatically be forwarded to us both. Replies from either of us will 
automatically be forwarded to the other.  

updates@18rlc.co.uk Diary updates sent to the clerks’ room  

profiles@18rlc.co.uk Chambers website profile updates (formerly websitechanges@18rlc.co.uk) 

news@18rlc.co.uk Twitter and news items. 

Max video 

A video of our recently departed and beloved leader is available on our Chambers website. He 
appears in The Times today (26 Oct 2018). 

Chelmsford 

The draft Consultation Paper has been sent for appraisal and suggestions to two Chelmsford members. 
With luck it will be returned, reviewed, finalised and then circulated to all Annexe members for their 
responses in the near future. Be warned: those who do not respond will be named and shamed!  

When their responses have been collated and analysed, a final Report will be presented to the GMC for 
discussion. 

Photographs  

All members are expected to have their photographs on the website. Have a look at the juniors on our 
current website. The gaps look bad. Shyness is no excuse for those who have appeared elsewhere on a 
public forum.  Those who have legitimate fears may obtain a dispensation from GJQC. No-one yet has. 

However, the photographs of all members, staff and current pupils must appear on the Directory on the 
Chambers Intranet, which is a private password protected forum. That facility will assist identification by 
and of new individuals, including pupils. You can either ask the clerks to take an iPhone photo of you, or 
send one in. Obviously it would be best if it was a reasonably subdued professional looking photograph, 
but if the only way to get you up there is the shot you had taken 10 years ago wearing clown makeup, we 
will live with it. (BJQC please note - this will not excuse an attempt to substitute a current photo for one 
with an eye patch, bandana and a pirate outfit). 

 

Tony Shaw QC and Gillian Jones QC. 
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